Your Enhanced All-In-One Solution

You can depend on the XTLtouch wireless security system to provide professional security that will help keep your home or business safe. Packed into an elegant, 5-inch touchscreen keypad is everything you need — plus the flexibility to choose a tabletop, wall-mount, or in-wall unit that your security company can install wherever it works best.

FAST, SIMPLE, SECURE

The XTLtouch delivers convenience and security:

▸ Easy-to-use carousel menu with standard keyboard
▸ Interactive shield for quick arming status
▸ Multiple arming configurations for your home and business
▸ Keypad turns red in alarm conditions
▸ Multiple chime sounds
AN INTUITIVE KEYPAD THAT’S EASY TO USE
You may want additional keypads. The XTLtouch allows up to seven additional graphic touchscreen keypads, placed wherever you need them — and all with the same intuitive functionality and user experience. With only one keypad format to learn, you don’t need to be an experienced technician to remember how your system operates.

The XTLtouch gives you the flexibility to have the panel installed anywhere it works best and the keypads wherever you desire.

- Entry Check-In Protection ensures your system alerts authorities even if the panel is attacked
- Supports up to seven additional wireless keypads
- Supports up to eight wireless sirens
- Distinct fire, burglary, zone monitor, and prewarn tones
- Supports “Is this a false alarm?” and Cancel/Verify™ features
- Onboard cellular and Wi-Fi communication
- Built-in standby battery

For added security, the XTLtouch has a separate wireless siren that can be installed in any location you need, and for added convenience, you also have the option of placing additional sirens and wireless keypads anywhere to fit your needs.
REMOTE SYSTEM CONTROL
DMP’s Virtual Keypad™ app allows total remote control of your residential or commercial system from wherever you are with your cell phone, tablet, or computer.

- Turn the system on or off and receive alerts any time there’s a change in the system’s status.
- Add and delete users to help manage users.
- Control much more than just the security system by adding Z-Wave® devices and turn a smartphone or tablet into the ultimate remote control.
- Turn lights on and off.
- Control thermostats to reduce energy use.
- Lock and unlock doors manually or automatically.
- Use geofencing to get arming reminders.

“IS THIS A FALSE ALARM?” OR CANCEL/VERIFY
In a Home/Sleep/Away or All/Perimeter system, you can cancel a burglary alarm or verify that a valid burglar alarm has occurred.

You can also answer whether it is a false alarm with yes or no. Selecting verify or yes manually verifies that an alarm occurred and sends an alarm verification message to the monitoring center.

VIDEO SERVICE
Keep an eye on things, no matter where you are.

- Add cameras, interior and exterior.
- View live video on your smartphone or tablet.
- Receive video clips when motion is detected.
- Schedule a recording.
CUSTOM ACTIONS
In addition to controlling lights, locks, and thermostats, users can also take advantage of up to 20 customizable actions that can be programmed into the XTLtouch. Now users can select a combined sequence of actions, all based on specific Favorites, Lights, and Locks to activate or deactivate Z-Wave devices, Favorites, or outputs during specific times and days or specific zone trips.

Virtual Keypad™

Don’t settle for just any security system. The XTLtouch is your complete solution that’s fast, simple, and secure. Call us today or visit DMP.com/XTLtouch to learn more.